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Abstract—Implantable microsystems for monitoring or manipulating brain activity typically require on-chip real-time processing
of multichannel neural data using ultra low-power, miniaturized
electronics. In this paper, we propose an integrated-circuit/architecture-level hardware design framework for neural signal
processing that exploits the nature of the signal-processing algorithm. First, we consider different power reduction techniques
and compare the energy efficiency between the ultra-low frequency subthreshold and conventional superthreshold design. We
show that the superthreshold design operating at a much higher
frequency can achieve comparable energy dissipation by taking
advantage of extensive power gating. It also provides significantly
higher robustness of operation and yield under large process
variations. Next, we propose an architecture level preferential
design approach for further energy reduction by isolating the
critical computation blocks (with respect to the quality of the
output signal) and assigning them higher delay margins compared
to the noncritical ones. Possible delay failures under parameter
variations are confined to the noncritical components, allowing
graceful degradation in quality under voltage scaling. Simulation
results using prerecorded neural data from the sea-slug (Aplysia
californica) show that the application of the proposed design
approach can lead to significant improvement in total energy,
without compromising the output signal quality under process
variations, compared to conventional design approaches.
Index Terms—Biomedical signal processing, implantable
biomedical devices, integrated-circuit (IC) reliability, low-power
electronics.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

INIATURIZED implantable systems provide an important interface with the central nervous system for
interpreting and engineering its activity [1]. Neural prosthesis
systems typically involve the analysis of multichannel recordings from behaviorally relevant neurons for predicting intended
behavior before undertaking any preventive/corrective/assistive
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Fig. 1. High-level functional block diagram for a typical neural interface
system. The digital-signal-processing block, which analyzes spike patterns on
multichannel recorded data, constitutes a key part of the system.

actions. While previously reported implantable neural interface systems have included active components [1]–[8], there
have been relatively few efforts toward embedding significant
computational components for intelligent processing of the
acquired neural data in a closed-loop framework.
Fig. 1 shows the interface among different constituent blocks
of a typical implantable system. The data acquired by the
recording electrodes are conditioned using analog circuits and
converted to digital signals, which are the inputs of the neural
signal-processing block. This block is responsible for analyzing
the digitized data, compressing it, and extracting meaningful
neural patterns. The relevant information from this block is
then transmitted to an outside receiver through the transmitter
or used for stimulation in a closed-loop framework.
The design requirements for the signal-processing block are
different from conventional microprocessor or digital-signalprocessing (DSP) chips which would be too large or too powerconsuming for bioimplantable systems. For hardware implementation of this block, nanoscale technologies offer great potential due to terascale integration density, low switching power,
and high performance. However, they also bring a number of
design challenges, such as an exponential increase in leakage
power [9] and lack of robustness due to reduced noise margin
[10]. It is therefore important to develop circuit/architecturelevel design solutions tailored to the neural signal-processing algorithms that can leverage the benefits of nanoelectronics while
addressing their limitations.
In this paper, we present a circuit-architecture level
low-power and robust design methodology for efficient
hardware implementation of neural signal-processing algorithms. The subthreshold design appears as an obvious choice
for bioimplantable circuits because of its ultra-low power
operation at extremely low frequencies [11]. First, we present
a comparative study between subthreshold design and conventional superthreshold design. The latter can exploit the nature
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of the NSP algorithm to employ extensive power gating (clock
and supply gating) to drastically reduce power. We note that
there is an optimal superthreshold voltage and frequency of
operation where power gating can be used to match the power
dissipation of its subthreshold counterpart. The superthreshold
implementation also provides better robustness of operation
and parametric yield under large process variations.
Next, we propose an architecture-level “Preferential Design”
methodology [12] which exploits the nature of the algorithm
to further minimize area and power while allowing graceful
degradation in signal quality under large parameter variations.
In this scheme, critical components of the circuit (in terms of
system performance, such as output signal quality) are designed
with a relaxed timing margin compared to noncritical ones,
making the system amenable for voltage scaling. With aggressive voltage scaling, possible functional failures are confined to
noncritical components of the system, thus allowing graceful
degradation in performance. Finally, we propose a generic
design flow for biomedical signal-processing implementations,
where the aforementioned two approaches can be integrated in
a circuit-architecture codesign framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes prior work on hardware implementation of neural signal
processing. It also describes an NSP algorithm and its hardware
architecture. In Section III, we compare subthreshold and superthreshold operation, with respect to their energy efficiency
and robustness. The Preferential Design approach is described
in Section IV. Section V describes the overall architecture/circuit codesign flow. Section VI concludes this paper.

Horuichi et al. [6] designed a circuit which can measure peak
and trough amplitudes following a level-detection of neural
spikes. Guillory et al. [7] designed a 100-channel wired system
for real-time spike detection. However, they used a commercial
digital-signal-processing (DSP) chip for performing most of
their signal processing. Some recent investigations have focused on the design of custom on-chip DSP hardware [26],
[27] for implantable systems. Chae et al. have designed algorithms and corresponding circuits for on-chip spike detection
(energy-filter-based) and sorting (max-min clustering based)
[8]. Some of these methods use off-the-shelf components
while others use a conventional design style for hardware
implementation of the NSP algorithm. Furthermore, existing
investigations on neural-processing hardware implementation do not consider exploiting the integration density and
performance advantage of the nanoscale technologies while
addressing the design challenges associated with them.
In this paper, we present an architecture/circuit co-design approach for neural signal-processing algorithms that exploits the
nature of the algorithm to achieve ultra-low power and robust
operation while maintaining real-time performance. Compared
to previous works, the proposed approach provides two distinctive features. First, it considers hardware implementation
in nanoscale technologies and addresses associated challenges,
such as leakage and process variations. Second, it provides a
systematic approach for low-power design, which includes circuit/architecture-level optimization and the choice of operating
parameters (voltage and frequency).
B. Neural Signal-Processing Algorithm and Architecture

II. BACKGROUND
A. Related Work
Most of the current neural interface systems employ sophisticated data analysis performed on an external computer. Researchers have previously addressed the issues of designing the
analog front-end circuitry [2] as well as algorithms [14]–[16]
for offline signal analysis. As the number of recording electrodes increases, the system power is dominated by the wireless transmission [17] and that can be reduced drastically by
using on-chip signal processing to recognize patterns of activity in the neural signal for reducing the volume of transmitted data. However, in order to extract significant information
from neural recordings, we need to perform complex signal processing based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) [15] or discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) [16], which can require large power
and area to implement on-chip.
Existing hardware implementations of NSP are usually
limited to simple signal-processing steps, such as thresholding
for spike detection. Harrison [3] proposed a thresholding
scheme for on-chip spike detection using analog comparators.
His method can detect the presence of spikes which cross a
threshold, adaptively computed based on noise energy. Olsson
et al. [4] proposed an on-chip data-compression circuit which
detects spikes using a simple adaptive thresholding scheme
and transmits their amplitudes. Sodagar et al. [5] have developed a multichannel neural recording system which can be
programmed to operate in different modes of spike detection.

Major steps of a sample neural signal-analysis algorithm [16]
are explained with the flow diagram in Fig. 2(a). The input to
the algorithm is the digitized recorded neural signal, broken
into fixed-size overlapping windows. The output is compressed
neural data, encoded as packets containing information about
the detected spikes. Multiresolution wavelet analysis [18] of
the recorded signal is used to denoise the data, detect and sort
spikes, and recognize behaviorally meaningful burst patterns
across multiple channels. We use steps of this algorithm for
our case study. The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB [19]
and verified using prerecorded extracellular data from the buccal
neurons of sea slug (Aplysia californica). Thresholding is performed on overlapping windows of the signal in the wavelet
domain. Fig. 2(b) shows the simulation results for spike detection from extracellular neural data. The intracellular recording
showing the actual action potentials is used to check the accuracy of spike detection from the extracellular data. The original noisy data are shown in red, with the denoised data superimposed over them. The four spikes are enlarged to show the
quality of the reconstructed spikes.
The DWT block constitutes the central part in the NSP unit.
The wavelet transform [18] decomposes the input signal in the
time and frequency domains, giving rise to low-frequency coefficients, called the “approximations” and high-frequency coefficients, called the “details” which help to highlight the presence
of spikes while de-emphasizing the noise. The multiresolution
wavelet transform is usually realized as a bank of high-pass and
low-pass filters [21]. Based on our design objectives of power
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Fig. 2. (a) Flowchart of a sample neural signal-processing algorithm using the
wavelet transform. (b) Simulation results for spike detection from noisy extracellular neural data.
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Fig. 4. Overall architecture of the wavelet-based spike detection engine.

C. Area and Power Reduction Methodology

Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of the main processing element (PE) for each
step of the lifting wavelet transform.

and area minimization, a sequential implementation of the integer arithmetic lifting approach [20] seems most viable. Since
each of the five lifting steps requires similar computational hardware, we can identify a “processing element” (PE) as the basic
computational block for the DWT module. It consists of two
signed multipliers and two signed adders, as shown in Fig. 3.
Since we deal with a quantized integer representation of numbers, we need to make adjustments for the quantization of the
”).
filter coefficients at each step (“
For the overall DWT architecture, we choose a parallel implementation, as shown in Fig. 4, where the windowing module
buffers enough samples before the lifting operations take place.
We have implemented an overlapping window scheme (8-samples overlap in a 72-sample window) in order to avoid missing
spikes on the window edges. It takes five clock cycles for the
cyfive steps to be computed. The remaining
cles required for collecting all samples of the next window are
used for other processing steps, such as thresholding (32 cycles
for comparing 32 approximation coefficients). For neural signal
processing, the frequency range of interest, which determines
the sampling frequency, is on the order of a few kilohertz. Considering a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, a new data sample
for each channel arrives every 100 s. If we consider 20 channels with time-multiplexed operation, the five-cycle DWT operations in each PE need to be complete in 5 s, giving a minimum
operating frequency target of 1 MHz. The remaining operations
overlap with the computation of wavelet coefficients for other
channels.

Miniature size and low energy consumption are two primary
design requirements for implantable systems. While nanoscale
(sub 100-nm) technologies provide high integration density,
faster switching speed, and lower switching power per transition, they also bring new challenges. These include exponential
increases in leakage current [9] and reliability issues due to
process variations as well as temporal parameter variations due
to temperature and voltage fluctuations (collectively termed
as P-V-T variations) [10]. Hence, in order to use nanoscale
technologies for NSP circuits, we need to address the power
and parameter variation-induced reliability issues.
To decrease power consumption, one can use techniques like
clock gating and supply-voltage gating. Clock gating saves dynamic power in the clock line which drives the sequential elements such as flip-flops and latches. Supply gating saves leakage
power due to the stacking effect [9]. Both approaches require
identification of idle cycles for a logic block during which it
can be “gated.” Voltage scaling [13] along with commensurate
scaling of frequency is an effective power reduction approach
due to quadratic dependence of power on the supply voltage. To
achieve ultra-low-power operation, supply voltage can be scaled
below the transistor threshold voltage, when the circuit operates
in the subthreshold region. This leads to a huge reduction in
power dissipation with a corresponding increase in path delays,
leading to ultra-low-frequency operation.
Subthreshold design [11], [22] is, therefore, more suited for
low-sampling rate applications, such as biomedical signal processing. However, it comes at the cost of increased vulnerability
of a design to variation-induced failures leading to reduced reliability and yield loss. At scaled voltage, digital circuits can suffer
from functional failure due to variations in circuit delays. For
example, in low-power DWT hardware, the time required for
computation of the most significant approximation coefficients
can be affected due to voltage scaling, causing the flip-flops to
latch wrong logic values, leading to loss in reliability. In the
following section, we will evaluate the subthreshold and superthreshold approaches and investigate design solutions to enable low-power and robust operation, by exploiting the nature
of the NSP algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Timing diagram for executing the five steps of lifting wavelet transform.
The steps can be performed at very low frequency and voltage (subthreshold).
Alternatively, it can be completed in a shorter time by operating at higher frequency in superthreshold mode, which provides the opportunity for more power
gating in the longer idle time.

Fig. 6. Energy of adder circuit versus (a) voltage scaling and (b) frequency
scaling with gating.

Fig. 7. (a) Active and (b) standby power consumption of the adder circuit
versus frequency.

subthreshold digital circuits [11] have recommended avoiding
gates with large stacks, pass transistors, and transmission gates
in order to avoid a decrease in effective drive strength of each
device and to minimize sneak leakage paths. The gates should
also be properly sized to ensure correct operation under such a
low supply-voltage condition.
Fig. 6(b) shows the apparently anomalous decrease in energy
of the adder circuit with increase in frequency, when operated at
0.6-V (superthreshold) supply voltage. The total energy of the
circuit can be represented as

(1)

III. SUBTHRESHOLD VERSUS SUPERTHRESHOLD OPERATION
Supply-voltage scaling along with commensurate scaling of
operating frequency has emerged as an effective low-power
design approach. Since voltage scaling causes the transistors
to switch slowly, thereby increasing the circuit path delays,
voltage scaling is typically associated with frequency scaling.
If an application demands a slow data-acquisition rate and few
processing steps need to be done within that time, the supply
voltage can be reduced even below the threshold voltage
of the transistors, without violating the timing requirements
[11]. For instance, in the design under consideration, we need
to perform five lifting steps in each PE within 5 s, before
the next set of inputs are ready. Hence, we can operate the
PEs at 1-MHz frequency and scale down the supply voltage
to 100 mV. Here, we reduce the dynamic power required for
computation by reducing the voltage swing, but it leaves no
idle time for supply gating.
On the other hand, we can perform the computations at a
faster rate of, say, 1 GHz with a supply voltage of 1 V and then
“gate” the idle blocks for the remainder of the 5- s period, thus
reducing the leakage power through the blocks, at the cost of a
slight increase in dynamic power. The timing diagram for the
five steps of the wavelet transform, shown in Fig. 5, demonstrates the increased opportunity for power gating when operating at the superthreshold voltage at high frequency, as opposed
to the subthreshold operation at ultra-low frequency. Next, we
will explore the relative advantages and disadvantages of these
two approaches.
A. Energy Efficiency
1) Sample Combinational Circuit: Initially, we consider a
simple circuit (4-b adder) for exploring the effects of voltage
scaling and supply gating. Fig. 6(a) shows the effect of scaling
supply voltage on the total Energy of the adder circuit for 5 s,
over five cycles of operation. Simulations were performed in
HSPICE for the 70-nm technology node [23]. Previous works on

where the dynamic power
are given by

, total time

, and active time
(2)
(3)
(4)

is the total capacitance,
is
In the above equations,
is the number
the supply voltage, is the frequency, and
, after which the
of active cycles within the time period
idle time
begins. The leakage power
is considerably
lower for a gated design than for a nongated design and is independent of the frequency of operation, whereas the dynamic
increases with frequency. These trends can be obpower
served in Fig. 7(a) and (b), where the active (dynamic + active
leakage) power and sleep (leakage) power are plotted against
defrequency. However, as increases, the active time
creases while the idle time
increases. Since the leakage
power is reduced only during the idle period, the total energy decreases considerably for a gated design at high frequencies [see
Fig. 6(b)]). These equations also explain why the total energy
is independent of frequency for a nongated design. It should be
noted that at very low frequencies, there is almost no idle time
and the power overhead due to the switching of the supply gating
transistor can be considerable. As the frequency is increased, the
energy consumption decreases considerably until it saturates.
2) Example Sequential Circuit: For sequential circuits
consisting of flip-flops (FFs), we can apply two types of power
gating—1) clock gating, which reduces dynamic power in the
clock line and 2) supply gating, which reduces the internal
switching power and leakage power, when the sequential
element is not required to latch a new value for a certain
number of clock cycles. Since supply-gated flip-flops tend to
lose the stored value, many techniques have been proposed
for retaining the values of the flip-flops in the gated mode,
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Fig. 8. Two types of flip-flop designs along with different power-saving
schemes. The gating control is used for clock gating and supply gating. A hold
latch can be used to retain the flip-flop values during Sleep mode.
Fig. 10. Energy per flip-flop decreases with power gating (clock gating and
supply gating) with slight overhead due to the hold latch. The variation of energy
versus frequency is plotted to obtain the optimal operating frequency.

Fig. 9. Total energy and EDP of the flip-flop circuit with voltage scaling.

such as using weak hold latches or high- th “shadow latches”
[24]. We considered two types of flip-flop designs (NAND
and transmission gate, see Fig. 8) [25], and observed that the
latter is not suitable for subthreshold operation, because of a
considerably reduced noise margin. Hence, we used the NAND
flip-flop for the subthreshold implementation of our design.
The different schemes for clock gating and supply gating of
sequential elements are shown in Fig. 8. A hold latch, made
of minimum-sized transistors, is used to retain the flip-flop
value during sleep mode of that module which can be used by
other active modules. For example, the output of FFs in the
wavelet module can be used by the thresholding module when
the wavelet module is idle.
We plot the savings in energy obtained by voltage scaling in
Fig. 9. While energy decreases steadily with voltage scaling,
there is an overhead in terms of the flip-flop delay. Consideration of energy and clock-to-Q delay in terms of the energy-delay
product (EDP) is widely used as a metric [11], [22] to determine
the effectiveness of voltage scaling. As observed in Fig. 9(b),
there is an optimal voltage point at which the EDP is minimized.
This voltage point is 0.6 V, which is used in our simulations as
the optimal superthreshold supply–voltage point. Energy savings due to power gating (clock and supply gating) change with
operating frequency, as shown in Fig. 10. The nongated circuit
shows an increase in energy with operating frequency, which
is reduced by gating the clock during the idle period. Supply
gating during the idle time can reduce the energy further, but
there is a slight overhead for the flip-flops with an “always-on”
hold latch inserted to retain the values. Note that hold latches
are only required for the flip-flops which need to retain their
values during sleep mode. Another point to note is that there is
an optimal frequency of operation for minimum energy, which
is observed to be 33.33 MHz. With an increase in frequency, the
dynamic power increases, while the gating period decreases at
lower frequencies, leading to less energy savings. In our simulations, we considered ten flip-flops with parallel-in-parallel-out

Fig. 11. (a) Total energy, and (b) delay and (c) EDP of a PE with voltage
scaling. Effect of increasing frequency on (d) energy consumption, (e) dynamic
power, and (f) leakage power of a PE. The extra savings in energy at higher frequency can be attributed to the increase in the idle period during which supply
gating can be applied to decreasing leakage power, even though switching power
increases with frequency.

data for five cycles, after which gating is performed for the remainder of the 5- s time window.
3) Processing Element of the DWT: We repeated the aforementioned simulations for the main processing element of the
DWT algorithm (see Fig. 3). The effect of voltage scaling on
total energy consumption, critical path delay, and EDP is shown
in Fig. 11. It should be noted that the minimum energy point [see
Fig. 11(a)] has a much lower supply voltage than the point with
the minimum EDP [see Fig. 11(c)]. Taking 0.6 V as the nominal superthreshold voltage, we increased the idle time interval
for power gating by increasing the operating frequency. As observed for the simple adder circuit, here we also obtain a similar
trend for total energy [Fig. 11(d)], dynamic power [Fig. 11(e)],
and leakage power [Fig. 11(f)]. Hence, we can obtain comparable energy savings for subthreshold operation at an ultra-low
frequency and superthreshold operation at higher frequencies
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Fig. 12. Effect of process variation on the normalized critical path delay of the
subthreshold design and superthreshold design with the supply gating.

with extensive power gating applied. We also performed simulations with power gating applied to the subthreshold design,
but the functionality of the circuit was hampered at extreme low
voltages ( 0.10 V) and the delay target was violated at slightly
higher voltages ( 0.15 V).
B. Impact of Process Variations on Yield
Since subthreshold design and superthreshold design with
power gating have similar energy consumption, we can employ
either technique to implement the NSP algorithm. However, at
nanoscale technologies, process variations can cause wide variations in circuit parameters, such as critical path delay, leading
to delay failures. The effects of process variations are exacerbated in designs with low-power techniques applied, especially
in the subthreshold region because of the exponential change in
subthreshold drive current with a change in th [22].
We performed an analysis of how process variations (modeled as th variations) impact the critical path delay of a PE at
different supply voltages, with and without supply gating transistors (which are kept on during active mode, but still affect
performance). The sleep transistors were sized to have maximum power savings, allowing up to 30% performance degradation under nominal conditions. The increase in critical path
(normalized with respect to the delay of nongated
delay
design at the same supply voltage) is plotted for increasing th
variations in Fig. 12. The delay values of the three cases under
nominal process conditions are as follows:
1) superthreshold NotGated design at 0.6 V: 3.34 ns;
2) superthreshold Gated design at 0.6 V: 4.39 ns;
3) subthreshold NotGated design at 0.15 V: 732.40 ns.
It is observed that under large process variations, the delay
of a subthreshold design can increase up to 3.5X of that under
nominal conditions, causing significant loss in parametric yield,
while a superthreshold design with supply gating has minimal
impact under variation. This corresponds to prior observations
[22] for subthreshold designs where gate delay variations under
process variations can be as high as 300% from nominal. To
compute the yield under process variations, we performed
Monte Carlo simulations for gated and nongated versions of the
PE in HSPICE using 30% interdie and 25% random intradie
variations. The resulting delay distribution for 10 000 dies for
a superthreshold (0.6 V) gated design and a subthreshold (0.15
V) nongated design are shown in Fig. 13. Given a delay target
of 1 s, the yield in case of the subthreshold design is 79.94%,
while all superthreshold designs pass the delay target of 30 ns
(corresponding to a target operating frequency of 33.33 MHz).
However, some of the low th dies might have high leakage

Fig. 13. Yield results for (a) superthreshold (0.6 V gated) and (b) subthreshold
(0.15-V nongated) designs.

current, which can cause them to exceed the energy budget
under extreme variations, because of more active leakage, even
though they are gated for the same idle period.
C. Gating Control Circuitry Overhead
It is worth noting that control circuitry overhead for the
various gating schemes can be minimized with the proper
choice of algorithm and architecture. In our design, since the
idle times of different blocks are determined at the design time,
the counter used for the triggering collection of different data
samples in a window is used to trigger sleep/active modes in
different modules. Also, by gating different modules at different
times, we have minimized the overhead due to the multiplexer
for switching between the output of a flip-flop and its corresponding hold latch. In this paper, we consider only NMOS
sleep transistors inserted between the virtual and real ground
nodes to minimize the area overhead. The sleep transistor
sizing was performed so that the virtual ground node floats to
a high enough value during sleep mode, without causing huge
performance overhead during active mode. To take care of
the time required for the virtual ground node to discharge, the
sleep-to-active transition is triggered one clock cycle before the
module needs to be active. The energy consumption overhead
when the sleep transistor switches on/off was also taken into
account when computing the total energy.
IV. PREFERENTIAL DESIGN APPROACH
The choice of the superthreshold design provides a higher
delay margin and reduced vulnerability to process variations
while the use of power gating gives similar energy reduction as
subthreshold operation. Moreover, it opens avenues for architecture-level design optimization techniques. In this section, we
propose a novel preferential design approach which exploits the
nature of the algorithm to achieve further reduction in area and
power while maintaining robustness.
A. Concept of Preferential Design
In a preferential design scheme, we first identify the critical processing elements (PEs) which contribute more to the
output signal quality than others. These critical PEs need to be
designed conservatively to provide them with a larger delay
margin, thus ensuring their robust operation. On the other
hand, the noncritical PEs can be designed to reduce area and
power. These PEs can experience delay failure when the supply
voltage is scaled aggressively to reduce power. However, by
ensuring that the failure is always confined to noncritical PEs,
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Fig. 15. Preferential design for low power: Variation of energy at different
supply voltages for different versions of the same design.

Fig. 14. Proposed hierarchical preferential design approach for low-power and
a robust neural signal-processing system.

we achieve graceful degradation in output quality. Note that
the conservative design of the critical PEs and aggressive
design of the noncritical ones allows significant area reductions
over the worst-case design approach while achieving better
output signal quality than area-optimal or nominal design.
The skewing of delay margins across critical and noncritical
components can be realized by using a constraint-driven logic
synthesis or gate-sizing approach. Fig. 14 illustrates how preferential design can be applied to the parallel architecture for
the DWT, described in Section II-B.
The proposed design paradigm can be applied hierarchically
at different levels. Along with the application of different timing
margins to different PEs, one can assign different timing margins to different output bits inside a PE (as shown in Fig. 14).
Since the most-significant bits (MSBs) of a PE contribute more
toward the output quality compared to the least-significant bits
(LSBs), we can assign a higher margin to the MSBs by upsizing
gates or restructuring logic. The timing paths to the LSBs will
be allowed to have higher delay using gate downsizing or logic
synthesis. In this way, we can confine the delay failures to the
LSBs of the least-significant components, thus ensuring minimal impact on output with voltage scaling or parameter variations. Note that the proposed preferential design approach can
be used for other signal-processing blocks in Fig. 2, such as
spike sorting and burst recognition, where we can isolate the
critical computing blocks from noncritical ones.
B. Simulation Results
The main PE of the DWT was synthesized using the Synopsys design compiler and the LEDA 250-nm standard-cell library, under different delay constraints to generate eight different gate-level netlists with increasing area and power values
and decreasing max path delay values. The variation in energy
with different delay constraints for two values of supply voltages
is shown in Fig. 15. To implement the preferential design, the 36
instances of the PE were chosen with different timing margins,
with the more critical blocks (the ones in the middle are more
critical compared to the ones at the edges, because of overlapping windows) assigned with a maximum timing margin (see
Fig. 14). The area and energy values for the entire wavelet-based
spike detection engine for different cases, scaled to 70-nm technology node are presented in Table I. It can be seen that Case

TABLE I
AREA AND ENERGY VALUES FOR DIFFERENT DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

A has the least area, while the worst-case design Case E, has
huge area overhead over the nominal design Case C. We have
kept two intermediate cases (Cases B and D) to show the trend.
The preferential design Case F has similar area and energy as
the nominal case.
To investigate the effect on the signal quality, we used a 5-s
train of noise-free extracellular neural spikes (Hodgkin Huxley
to
model) sampled at 10 kHz with an amplitude range of
V (using 8-b signed quantization) and simulated the hardware-emulating algorithm in MATLAB. The impact of voltage
scaling and process variations is simulated by introducing uniat each step of comform random noise
putation through the PE. The value of
depends on the level
of voltage scaling and degree of process variation. The signal reconstructed after spike detection and vocabulary creation in the
nominal case is considered as the reference signal and the reconstructed signal in all other cases is considered as signal
noise
. The quality degradation due to the different
cases is computed as follows:
(5)
where is the total number of samples in the signal. We present
Qual values for nine different cases (three values of supply
voltages and three increasing process variation conditions),
considering six different designs, including preferential design
) in Table II. Under nominal operating conditions,
(
all designs have no noise; hence, the corresponding Qual values
are , as also for the worst-case design (Case E), which is
designed in order to not fail under voltage scaling and process
variations. The degradation in signal quality can also be observed in Fig. 16, where one randomly chosen reconstructed
neural spike (superimposed over the original signal in red)
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TABLE II

Qual VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR DIFFERENT CASES UNDER DIFFERENT
VOLTAGE AND PROCESS VARIATION CONDITIONS

Fig. 17. Overall algorithm/architecture/circuit co-design flow for ultra-low
power and robust signal processing in implantable biomedical systems.

Fig. 16. Spike reconstruction quality for different design methodologies. Case
) gives much better quality under voltage scaling and process variF(
ations compared to Case C (nominal design) or Case A (area-optimal design).

Pref des

is shown for four different cases assuming
0.6 V and
process variation (PV) of 10%, as well as for the case where
0.4 V, PV 20%. It can be inferred from these results
that Case A is poor in terms of signal quality, Case E is poor
in terms of area, while preferential design (Case F) has better
signal quality compared to nominal design (Case C) at iso-area
and iso-power.
We can use the preferential design technique to achieve better
output quality under iso-area and iso-power as the nominal design, under process variations. On the other hand, it can be used
to achieve lower power by further voltage scaling (see Table I),
under iso-quality as the nominal design (compare Qual values
of Case F at 0.4 V, 20% PV with Case C at 0.6 V, 10% PV).
We have considered a superthreshold (0.6 V or 0.4 V) operating
point at the nominal operating frequency (33.33 MHz) for computing the energy values.
V. OVERALL DESIGN FLOW
For neural signal-processing hardware implementation, the
co-design of algorithm, architecture, and circuit is important to
meet the design requirements of ultra-low power and miniature area. As shown earlier, the superthreshold design at optimal voltage/frequency can be equally energy efficient as a subthreshold implementation, when extensive power gating is employed by using the idle time information from the algorithm.
A preferential design approach can be used to achieve graceful

degradation of robustness, allowing the application of power reduction techniques, such as voltage scaling in the superthreshold
domain. These design steps can be integrated into an automatic
synthesis flow applicable to most biomedical signal-processing
algorithms, as shown in Fig. 17. The design flow also considers
the impact of process variations on yield and robustness of a
low-power design.
This integrated design flow can be very effective in satisfying
the design constraints of implantable biomedical systems. Here,
we evaluate the overall impact of the proposed design flow
on the neural signal-processing algorithm. The variation in
total energy with different power reduction schemes is shown
in Fig. 18(a). It can be readily observed that the total energy
is reduced with voltage scaling, and subthreshold (0.15 V)
operation achieves orders of magnitude lower energy consumption compared to superthreshold (1.0 V) operation. However,
superthreshold operation at an intermediate optimal voltage
(0.6 V) can achieve similar reduction in energy by taking
advantage of the power gating opportunities in the design.
The variation in total energy with supply voltage scaling and
commensurate frequency scaling are shown in Fig. 18(b) and
(c), respectively. Finally, we can see that the application of
preferential design allows further voltage scaling (to 0.4 V)
with a decrease in total energy at the same frequency while
maintaining iso-quality under extreme process variations.
Note that the frequency of operation of our design is dictated
by the throughput requirement of the algorithm and sampling
frequency of the input signal. Here, we considered that five operations need to be completed per channel within a time duration of 5 s, as mentioned in Section II-B. Hence, we need to
design our circuits to have a critical path delay of less than 1
s even at subthreshold voltages, while at superthreshold voltages, they can operate at higher frequencies up to 1 GHz. The
remainder of the 5- s time period can be used for clock and
power gating. This method is robust with respect to process
variations as well as temporal variations in environmental parameters, such as temperature and voltage. The effect of these
parameter variations in logic circuits can be modeled as noise
in the outputs, since they are likely to cause path delay failures. The preferential design approach limits these failures to
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Fig. 18. (a) Variation in total energy with different power reduction schemes, along with corresponding changes in (b) VDD and (c) frequency.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF MAJOR DESIGN PARAMETERS WITH EARLIER WORKS

Power is reported for one amplifier. Results are presented for one channel.

less significant components, thus allowing us to further tradeoff
energy for minimal degradation in output signal quality under
variations. Note that although we considered 20 channels of
data with time-multiplexed sharing of the PEs, we can easily
extend the analysis to a larger number of channels. Increasing
the number of channels requires increasing the operating frequency which, in turn, would require designing the circuits with
tighter delay constraints, leading to a slight increase in area and
power. The comparatively high operating frequency can be obtained on-chip by using ultra-low-power relaxation oscillators
or by extracting the clock from the carrier frequency used for
wireless transmission.
In Table III, we present a comparison of the various design
parameters for our circuit with previously proposed NSP hardware as described in Section II-A. It is to be noted that results
reported in earlier works vary widely in terms of complexity of
the signal-processing algorithm, channel counts, as well as technology nodes. Hence, the operating voltage, frequency, area, and
power values presented in Table III need to be considered in
the context of their technology and algorithmic complexity. It
can be noted that the proposed work can obtain comparable or
better energy efficiency than existing implementations while exploiting the advantage of higher integration density offered by
the nanoscale technologies. Since none of the earlier works addressed the issue of quality degradation or yield under process
variations, we have not compared these parameters here.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an integrated design methodology
for low-power, robust, and area-efficient implantable neural
signal-processing hardware. In order to achieve the low-power
and low-area requirements of these applications, we can exploit the nature of the algorithm as well as signal-acquisition
characteristics. Although subthreshold design appears to be

the natural choice for hardware implementation of these algorithms, a well-optimized superthreshold design can achieve
comparable energy efficiency while maintaining significantly
higher robustness and yield. This is possible by employing
extensive clock and supply gating in the design that leverages
the speed gap between slow signal-acquisition frequency and
fast superthreshold operation. Using a sample design, we
have shown that optimal operating voltage and frequency
can be derived that minimizes the power dissipation in the
superthreshold region. The proposed methodology also exploits
the nature of the signal-processing algorithm to isolate performance-critical computing blocks and preferentially assign
more delay margin to the critical components. It allows further
voltage scaling while improving robustness of operation under
process variations. These design approaches can be seamlessly
integrated into an automatic design synthesis framework.
Future work will involve the application of the approach to
other neural signal-processing steps as well as other biomedical
signal-processing algorithms. It will also involve validation of
the proposed approach through test chip fabrication and the
measurement of relevant parameters. Finally, one can consider
developing an automatic synthesis platform using the proposed
design methodology to automate the design optimization steps
for similar applications.
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